
Case Study 
Client: Reaching Aspiration 
Scope: Strategic Digital Marketing Plan, Social Media Content Creation & Analytics  

Company Overview 
 Reaching Aspiration is a company created by Dave Colley on the basis of a separation in formal 
education between what’s taught in school settings and actual life skills. The company, centering on a 
website platform, focuses on career, personal and financial successes. Dave’s current goals are to work with 
early-stage startups as a pseudo-business accelerator, assisting with all aspects from business operations and 
work-life balance to legal and financial issues with a startup.  

The Problem 
 Reaching Aspiration was producing good content in the form of a blog, however didn’t have a unified 
strategy to distribute content. They had social platforms in place, via Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, 
however weren’t posting or engaging regularly. Dave knew social media was a powerful platform, and had 
the ad dollars to spend, but was unsure how to do so in a meaningful, unified way.  

The Solution 
 Creating a unified, strategic digital marketing plan was the main objective throughout this project. 
The goal was to increase views to the blog, and clickthroughs to the website to view coaching and startup 
accelerator package options. Dave was already writing quality content, so we just needed to leverage the 
social media channels and the advertisement opportunities they carried. 
 Our main focus was with Facebook, as they offer arguably the best paid advertising product on the 
market today. There was also the viral capabilities that Facebook offers, including the ease of “sharing” and 
“reposting”, which platforms like Instagram do not. With a limited project scope and budget, we thought 
focusing 60-75% of our efforts on Facebook, and the others on platforms like Twitter, LinkedIn and Medium, 
it was the best use of resources.  
 In a 10 week period, we were able to grow Facebook page likes 68%, as well as Twitter followers 80% 
based on a smaller initial follower base and regular posting. Engagement also went through the roof, and 
although we did utilize heavy paid advertising throughout late November into early December, organic 
engagement stayed high as we toned these paid campaigns down towards the end of 2016. This increase in 
engagement and followers leads directly to an increase in page views and awareness, and with consistent 
page management, we’re able to grow Dave’s business.  


